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Abstract—During the last years, mobile technology has
totally changed our life style by acquiring a very important
role in a lot of aspects of the human life. This technology
requires a robust back-end system able to both allocating
services that support applications and managing very large
amounts of data. This system is known as cloud computing.
Thus, developers are not only concerned about programming
applications, but designing and dimensioning cloud systems
able to execute services that support them.
The design of cloud systems is challenging and requires
a certain degree of expertise in the field of distributed
systems. Moreover, the complexity of this task increases
when we consider aspects such as the vast range of possible
configurations, pricing and energy consumption. In this
paper we present a methodology for helping users to design
cloud computing systems targeted to fulfil features such as
performance, cost and energy-saving.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the (r)evolution of Information Technology has totally changed our life style by acquiring a
very important role in a lot of aspects of the human life,
like communicating with other people, practising sports
or watching TV [1]. ITU statistics suggest that almost
6 billion people have mobile phone subscriptions [2], it
being almost the 90% of the world plugged in via cellular
phone.
This era is also marked by the fact that mobile applications have become in a very lucrative and competitive
market. As an example, at Apple’s Worldwide Developer’s
Conference in San Francisco, the company announced in
June 2nd , 2014, that the iOS App Store has reached 1.2
million applications. At the time, the company also noted
it had paid developers $10 billion. Similarly, its main
competitor Google announced that the Android marked
contains 1.3 million applications.
This mobile technology, strengthened by millions of
applications, requires a robust back-end system able to
both allocate services that support such applications and
manage very large amounts of data. The result was an
imminent integration with cloud computing systems for
supporting these applications [3].
Although the concept of cloud computing were formulated in 1997 [4], cloud computing emerged in 2007,
showing a noticeable adoption by several top enterprises
in communications such as Google [5], IBM [6], Microsoft [7], and Amazon [8]. Although there are currently

several definitions for explaining what is cloud computing,
the one provided by U.S. NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology) seems to provide a formal
definition including the key elements used in the cloud
computing community [9]: “Cloud computing is a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential
characteristics, three service models, and four deployment
models.”
According to the cloud deployment model [9], each
cloud system can be categorised in: public, where the
services can be outsourced by paying each virtualised
resource per unit of time. The cloud infrastructure is
provisioned for exclusive use by a single organisation
comprising multiple consumers; private, when the system
is a single private data centre used, managed, and hosted
by an organisation; hybrid, with a composition of both
described before; and finally, science cloud, when the
cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a
specific community of consumers from organisations that
have shared concerns.
Since the dramatic evolution of mobile applications
and smart phones, developers of these applications are
not only concerned about programming the application
to be executed on the mobile device, but designing and
dimensioning a cloud system able to execute services
that support these applications. However, the best cloud
architecture for one application is not necessarily the best
solution for other applications. Cloud system design is
challenging and it requires a certain degree of expertise
in hardware and architecture of distributed systems. Moreover, this task is more complex if we have into account the
huge range of possible configurations, pricing and energy
consumption, which drastically increases its complexity.
This paper presents a methodology focused on aiding
users to design cloud architectures targeted to improve
the user’s requirements. This methodology is supported
by a complete simulation platform to model and simulate
complete cloud systems, called iCanCloud [10], [11].
Basically, our proposed methodology takes as input a
set of parameters, like the total number of machines to
be allocated in the cloud, features to be improved by
the cloud (e.g. performance, cost or energy-saving) and

the service to be executed in the cloud. As a result, this
methodology will guide the user to design and build a
cloud system by using only those components that satisfy
the parameters provided by the user. This selection of
devices drastically reduces the wide spectrum of possible
configurations, allowing the user focusing on the relevant
and important characteristics of the system.
Thus, we propose a concept which is not only about
designing cloud systems, but mainly to suggest the best
components to the user for configuring a cloud system
given a specific target. In order to achieve this goal, different algorithms balance the target system and calculate
those devices that better fit with the final objective.
The results obtained from the application of our methodology are reported on this paper, supported by the iCanCloud simulation platform to model and simulate cloud
computing architectures. The main contributions of this
work can be summarised as:
•

•

•

In contrast with previous work that need the user to
provide a complete design of the cloud, our approach
uses relevant information of the final system and
automatically discard those components that would
produce a system out of the user’s scope. Thus, a
reduced list of components, like disks, CPUs and
networks are suggested to the user in order to ease
the design of the required cloud system.
In order to analyse the quality of the designed cloud
systems, those are modelled and simulated using
the iCanCloud simulation platform. Thus, customised
metrics can be gathered during the simulation to
compare different cloud systems.
A complete cloud system has been designed and
tested by using our proposed methodology. This
experiment has been conducted by executing the generated models in the iCanCloud simulation platform.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II describes the motivation for this work. Section III
presents related work. Section IV shows an overview of
the iCanCloud simulation platform. Section V describes
our proposed methodology for aiding users to design and
model cloud systems. Section VI shows an experiment
where different cloud systems, aimed to improve different
features, are designed by using our proposed methodology.
Finally, Section VII presents our conclusions and some
directions for future work.
II. M OTIVATION
Since the rapid evolution of Internet and communications networks, IT companies and organisations are continuously looking for solutions that would help to reduce
their cost structures and improve profitability. Currently,
shifting to the cloud seems to be the current focus in order
to reach these goals.
However, although public clouds probably are the easiest and cheapest option, where companies pay only for
the requested resources (VMs and storage) and then they
upload their data for launching applications via the Inter-

net, there are some scenarios where public cloud is not
always the best solution.
For example, public cloud environments hide some
details to the user, like network topology and hardware
architecture, using virtualisation to share resources and
therefore, increasing the concurrency of users at the cost of
decreasing the overall system performance. Hence, some
applications are not suitable to be executed on cloud environments, specifically those ones that require exclusive access and very precise measurements of the hardware [12],
[13]. Moreover, confidentiality and integrity of the stored
data is deemed as one of the major challenges to be
addressed in public cloud architectures [14], [15]. In a
private cloud, users have complete control over their own
data and resources, while in a public cloud they do not
have the warranty that their data could not be accessed by
other users.
Generally, public cloud systems are a good solution for
those applications that do not require to fully exploiting the
computing resources neither deploying extreme security
mechanisms to protect data. For instance, those scenarios
that require customised cloud architectures to fully exploiting the owned resources in order to provide the best
QoS (Quality of Service) [16], like e-Health and online
gaming, make very complicated to take the decision of
migrating to a public cloud.
Provision of health services using digital technology has
been termed as e-Health [17]. In the last few years, Ehealth monitoring systems has been a major trend that have
attracted great attention of IT companies and researchers,
developing a wide-spectrum of applications [18], [19].
Generally, the amount of data to be stored in the cloud for
each patient dramatically increases in every minute, while
the time required to access these data must be performed
efficiently in real-time [20]. Moreover, traditional network
security mechanisms are also not sufficient for the data
outsourced for storage [21]. These challenges are present
when developing an e-health system in a public cloud,
requiring extreme and strict security systems and a high
performance in the overall virtualised environment.
On the other hand, online gaming produces an important
percentage of worldwide network traffic, where a very
large number of players interact with one another within
a virtual game world. Over 55% of Internet users are
now also online gamers [22]. Specifically, the genre of
MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Game) is known as a killer application of Internet, with a
global subscriber number increased to 17 millions in 2010.
Usually, these games need a dedicated data centre to
comply with the variable computational and low-latency
demands of the players. One of the most important challenges of this kind of applications is the architecture of the
data centre that supports the game. Unlike web applications, there are no standard or even de facto architectures
for online game systems. Thus, gaming companies invest
dedicated hardware for each game.
These features hamper the migration of this service
to a public cloud because of performance, scalability

and latency issues. The authors of [23] state that using
virtualised resources can negatively affect the quality of
gameplay when the system is heavily loaded. Hence, QoS
is the critical part of the cloud deployment to ensure a
good quality of the game, even when there exists a vast
number of users.
In conclusion, there are several factors, like QoS, performance and security, that play an important role when
deploying a service in a cloud system. Usually, the service
provider must design the underlying cloud architecture
that fits better with the requirements of the service to be
executed in the cloud. However, due to the high number
of devices that have a direct impact on the overall performance (e.g. CPUs, disks, communication networks, etc),
building a system that improves a specific feature (e.g.
performance, low energy consumption and low latencies)
for a given service is a very difficult and complicated task.
Due to the high demand of customised clouds that
support services, in this paper we present a methodology
that helps users to design and build cloud system architectures. The iCanCloud simulation platform supports this
methodology by providing a GUI by allowing users to
select and design the cloud system. Once the system is
modelled, the iCanCloud simulator is able to execute the
required service into the simulated environment.
Let us emphasise the fact that since all the possibilities
are simulated, the user of our methodology does not
need to make an investment until different solutions are
proposed. In addition, simulation has many advantages:
• Simulation experiments are cheap. On the one hand,
both simulation platform and the operating system
(Linux) are totally free. On the other hand, simulations can be executed in small commodity clusters or
even in single regular computers.
• Simulation is more flexible than performing experiments in a real cloud system. In a simulation experiment the entire model can be easily modified by
changing configuration parameters. On the contrary,
real systems require to make changes in the hardware, which is usually more expensive and a timeconsuming task.
• Simulation does not require specific hardware to
launch experiments.
• The total time for executing a simulation can be
reduced by performing parallel simulations. In this
case, a cluster is needed to execute such simulations.
• Scaling the architecture of a real system is more
expensive and time-consuming that performing the
same changes in a simulated environment.
• Simulators can be shared easily with other researchers, while it is more difficult to do it with
hardware.
III. R ELATED W ORK
In recent years, simulation has become a widely adopted
approach for estimating performance and energy consumption in cloud systems. The developer builds a simulation
model that imitates the behaviour of the target system

and then different measures, like performance and power
consumption, are gathered by running simulations.
During last years, simulation has become an adopted
approach for testing cloud systems. Basically, simulators
built a model of the system to be simulated, such that
it imitates the behaviour of the target system and then
different measures, like performance and power consumption, are gathered by observing how the model works. To
the author’s knowledge, the simulation tools that better fit
the purpose of modelling and simulating cloud computing
environments are CloudSim [24], GreenCloud [25], SimGrid [26] and Virtual-GEMS [27].
Although a wide-spectrum of simulators can be found in
literature, to the best of our knowledge there are few works
focused on aiding users to design cloud architectures.
CDR (Cluster Design Rules) is an engineering tool
that uses resource constraints and application performance
models to identify the few best designs among all possible
combinations of designs that could be constructed using
parts from a given database. It is mainly focused on
high performance clusters. Furthermore, CDR evaluates
the designs it creates using a specific metric function of
the HPL benchmark [28] and SWEEP3D benchmark [29].
However, it is not possible to simulate new applications
written by users using the built system.
The authors of [30] use cloud computing for designing
distributed embedded systems, where the cloud is used as
a simulation platform. This platform allows the design and
development of distributed embedded systems.
The approach presented by Shih-Hao Hung et al. [31]
describes the evaluation of the performance of an M2M
system by running the M2M software over the virtual
machines which collectively simulate the M2M system.
The virtual machines are connected with our virtual
network devices (VND) that model the network in the
M2M system. This approach allows the developer to deploy unmodified software onto the simulation environment
and use our tools to analyse the execution time, energy
consumption, and network transactions on each virtual
machine.
These previous works are based on simulating specific
distributed and cloud systems. However, these approaches
do not provide assistance in order to completely design a
cloud system.
IV. OVERVIEW OF I C AN C LOUD
iCanCloud is a simulation platform aimed to model and
simulate cloud computing systems. The main objective
of iCanCloud is to predict the trade-offs between performance, cost and energy consumption of a given set
of applications executed in a specific hardware, and then
provide to users useful information about these metrics.
The simulated cloud computing scenarios are modelled
using a set of existent components provided by iCanCloud;
they represent the behaviour of real components that belong to real architectures like disks, networks, memories,
file systems, etc. Those components are hierarchically

organised within the repository of iCanCloud, which compose the core simulation engine. Figure 1 shows the basic
architecture of iCanCloud.
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The tenants, grouped in the upper-left box, request
resources to the cloud manager, that attends petitions
by following a previously set-up scheduling policy. This
policy can be fully customisable by the user. Each tenant
can be also fully modelled in the cloud system to represent
a mobile device, a Web application or a service.
Basically, a VM (Virtual Machine) is configured in
iCanCloud by setting 4 systems: Network, HHDD (Hard
Disk), CPU and Memory. Although this schema shows a
high level of abstraction, the simulation platform must be
configured by using a high number of parameters, which
also provides a high level of detail for simulating this kind
of systems. The iCanCloud platform allows modelling
and simulating different types of VMs in the same cloud
environment.
Initially, users may create a cloud model by using
the GUI module jointly with the cloud repository. A
cloud model consists of the configuration of those components that defines a cloud system. This configuration
includes, among other components, the network topology,
aggregation of physical machines in racks, definition of
physical machines, virtual machines and software pieces
like managers and schedulers.
Once this model is done, the simulator takes it as input
to start the simulation. In this case, the iCanCloud simulator is used to simulate cloud systems. This simulator uses
text files, written using the NED language, to configure
cloud models. In some cases, these files may consist of
thousands of text lines. Wherefore, editing these files
manually may become a tedious and time-consuming task
for users. In order to alleviate this task, the GUI module
generates these configuration files automatically. In fact,
this module can be seen as a translator that translates data
entered by users using a graphical interface, to text files
written in NED language readable by the simulator.

in the meaning of new models can be added to repository
and current ones can be modified or removed. This feature
essentially increases the functionality of the simulation
platform because as the repository increase in size, the
number of possible cloud configuration increases as well.
This repository can be fully managed from the GUI (see
Figure 2).
Figure 3 shows the hierarchical architecture of the main
parts needed to design a cloud system using the proposed
methodology. Basically, a cloud system consists of a set
of racks, a communication network, a cloud manager
and a set of VM configurations. The physical machines
are allocated in the racks, where each rack contains a
set of switches and a set of nodes. Depending of the
main objective of the rack, it may contain computing
nodes or storage nodes. While computing nodes contain
powerful CPUs and high amounts of RAM, storage nodes
focuses on high and fast storage devices. Finally, each
node is configured by combining 5 basic systems: CPU
(computing), disk (storage), memory, PSU (Power Supply
Unit) and a network interface.
The high complexity of combining all these elements
hampers the analysis of every combination that defines
a cloud system. Moreover, if new features like pricing,
performance and energy consumption have to be taken
into account, this complexity grows exponentially, making
very hard the task of designing a cloud system. Thus, the
main objective of the proposed methodology is to ease this
task by reducing this number of combinations.
The first step is to define the main target to be improved
by the designed cloud system. The user must select two
of the following three features: cost, performance and energy consumption. The proposed algorithm takes as input
these features in order to process the components of the
repository, where only those that provide an improvement
towards the previously provided features, are suggested to
the user (see Algorithm 1). Thus, the number of possible combinations is significantly shortened, and therefore
its underlying complexity has been also decreased. Our
proposed methodology is described in detail in Figure 4.

V. D ESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This section describes in detail our proposed methodology for aiding users to design and model cloud systems.
The iCanCloud simulation platform contains a repository
of components that represent the analogous devices of a
real cloud system. This repository is scalable a flexible,

Figure 2.

Screenshot of the iCanCloud’s GUI

Figure 3.

Global schema of a cloud design built using the iCanCloud simulation platform

1) The main target feature fm must be provided. The user must select fm from listf = {cos, per, ene}. Where cos
means that the final cloud is aimed to reduce the total cost, per means that the final cloud is aimed to increase the
overall system performance and ene means that the final cloud is aimed to reduce the total energy consumption.
2) The secondary target feature fs must be provided from list = listf /{fm }.
3) The total number of physical machines that will be allocated in the final cloud model must be provided.
4) The policy for allocating VMs in the cloud must be provided by the user from the list of suggested policies.
5) A communication network must be provided by the user from the list of suggested networks.
6) Computing nodes and storage nodes must be designed by configuring the next basic systems:
a) A CPU model must be provided to configure the computing system. The list of CPU devices suggested to
the user are allocated in listcpu , such that listcpu = suggestedComponents(cpu, fm , fs ).
b) A Disk model must be selected to configure the storage systems. The list of Disk devices suggested to the
user are allocated in listdisk , such that listdisk = suggestedComponents(disk, fm , fs )
c) A Memory model must be selected to configure the RAM memory. The list of Memory devices suggested
to the user are allocated in listmem , such that listmem = suggestedComponents(memory, fm , fs )
d) A PSU model must be selected to configure the power supply unit. The list of PSU devices suggested to the
user are allocated in listpsu , such that listpsu = suggestedComponents(psu, fm , fs )
e) A Network Interface model must be selected to configure the network systems. The list of Network Interfaces
suggested to the user are allocated in listnet , such that listnet = suggestedComponents(net, fm , fs )
Figure 4.

Cloud design methodology

VI. E XPERIMENTS
In this section we present some experiments in order to
show the validity of our proposed methodology. Basically,
these experiments consist in designing and simulating two
different cloud systems, Cloud 1 and Cloud 2. The main
objective is to compare the results obtained from two
different clouds targeted to improve different features, like
performance and energy consumption. The input parameters for these experiments, provided by the user, are shown
in Table I.
Table I
INPUT PARAMETERS FOR DESIGNING

Input
Computing nodes
Storage servers
Cloud Manager
Main feature
Secondary feature

Cloud 1
64
16
First Fit
Performance
Cost

2 CLOUD SYSTEMS

Cloud 2
64
16
First Fit
Energy consumption
Performance

Both cloud systems have been configured to allocate
80 nodes, it being 64 computing nodes and 16 storage
nodes. The algorithm provided to allocate VMs in the
cloud is First-Fit. Basically this algorithm selects the first
available physical machine able to host the required VM.
The main and secondary features to be improved in Cloud
1 are performance and cost, respectively, while Cloud 2
has been designed to improve energy consumption and
performance.
Table II shows the design of Cloud 1 and Cloud 2
generated by using the methodology proposed in this
work. The total cost of Cloud 1 is 84.560e, while the
cost of Cloud 2 is 37.655e.
In this experiment, the same workload has been executed in both cloud systems. Basically, this workload
consists in simulating 1000 users requesting data to the
servers executed in the cloud. In order to evaluate the
quality of each cloud, two different metrics have been
gathered from this experiment, the total amount of energy
consumed by each cloud system and the average response

time for each user.
Figure 5 shows the total amount of energy required to
execute the workload in each cloud. However, although

Algorithm 1 suggestedComponents(type, fm , fs )
1: MAX SUGGESTED DEVICES ← 3;
2: TRH W ← 2; // Threshold for secondary feature
// Initialization...
3: weightBalancedList ← ∅;
4: suggestedList ← ∅;
5: listDevices ← getListOf(type);
// Calculates averages for each feature
6: d¯per ← getAveragePerformance (listDevices);
7: d¯cos ← getAverageCost (listDevices);
8: d¯ene ← getAverageEnergy (listDevices);
// Calculates weights given fm and fs
9: for (each d ∈ listDevices) do
10:
if ((fm = ’cos’) AND (fs = ’per’)) then
11:
dw ← (dcos − d¯cos ) + ((dper − d¯per )\T RH W )
12:
end if
13:
if ((fm = ’cos’) AND (fs = ’ene’)) then
14:
dw ← (dcos − d¯cos ) + ((dene − d¯ene )\T RH W )
15:
end if
16:
if ((fm = ’per’) AND (fs = ’cos’)) then
17:
dw ← (dper − d¯per ) + ((dcos − d¯cos )\T RH W )
18:
end if
19:
if ((fm = ’per’) AND (fs = ’ene’)) then
20:
dw ← (dper − d¯per ) + ((dene − d¯ene )\T RH W )
21:
end if
22:
if ((fm = ’ene’) AND (fs = ’cos’)) then
23:
dw ← (dene − d¯ene ) + ((dcos − d¯cos )\T RH W )
24:
end if
25:
if ((fm = ’ene’) AND (fs = ’per’)) then
26:
dw ← (dene − d¯ene ) + ((dper − d¯per )\T RH W )
27:
end if
// Insert current device in the weight-balanced list
28:
insertSorted (d, weightBalancedList);
29: end for
// Insert devices in the suggested list
30: for (i=0 to MAX SUGGESTED DEVICES-1) do
31:
insert (weightBalancedList[i], suggestedList)
32: end for
33: return suggestedList
Table II
D ESIGN OF Cloud 1 AND Cloud 2
Cloud 1

Cloud 2
Computing Nodes
CPU intel i7 3970
CPU intel G630
16GB Kinston memory
8GB Kinston memory
500GB HHDD Maxtor
500GB HHDD Maxtor
750W PSU
750W PSU
Storage Nodes
CPU intel i7 3770
CPU intel G630
8GB Kinston memory
4GB Kinston memory
3x1TB HHDD Maxtor
3TB HHDD Maxtor
750W PSU
750W PSU
Communication network
3xSwitch Ethernet 10gbps 3xSwitch Ethernet Gigabit

the shape of these charts are similar, we can appreciate
that Cloud 1 (see Figure 5(a)) requires more energy than
Cloud 2 (see see Figure 5(b)). The main reason of this
difference in the energy consumption, 3e+06 J of Cloud
1 versus 2e+06 J of Cloud 2, lies in the components used
to design each cloud. While the devices of Cloud 1 are
powerful and fast because they are focused on increasing
performance, and therefore they require more energy, the
devices used to design Cloud 2 focus on saving energy,
requiring less amount of energy.
Figure 6 shows the average response time for each user
in the designed clouds. These charts clearly show that
Cloud 1 use more powerful components than Cloud 2. The
response time is almost two times faster in Cloud 1 (see
Figure 6(a)) than in Cloud 2 (see Figure 6(b)). Both charts
show that the first group of users obtain quick responses.
This situation mainly happens because when the requests
of these users arrive to the cloud system, the resources
of the cloud are not saturated, and therefore the requests
are quickly processed. However, once the resources of
the cloud are working on attending requests, the average
response time is stabilised.
In conclusion, we can state that each designed cloud
improves well the features provided by the user. Cloud
1 is focused on performance, which is reflected in its
elevated cost and the good results obtained in the average
response time (see Figure 6). However, this cloud requires
high amounts of energy to support these devices. On the
contrary, Cloud 2 is focused on saving energy, which can
be reflected in its low energy consumption (see Figure 5).
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK
This paper presents a methodology for aiding users to
design cloud systems targeted to improve specific features.
Generally, design cloud systems is challenging due to the
vast number of possible combinations to build the system,
which in most cases become a hard and tedious task. The
main objective of our proposed methodology is to ease this
task by reducing its complexity and saving both effort and
time for the cloud designer.
This methodology is supported by the iCanCloud simulation platform, which is used to model and simulate the
designed cloud systems. This allows representing the behaviour of the designed clouds in a simulated environment,
allowing to gather relevant information of this behaviour
in order to estimate the quality of such design.
In order to show the applicability of the proposed
methodology, two different cloud systems have been designed by using this methodology, each one targeted to
improve different features. Also, the resulting cloud designs have been simulated using the iCanCloud simulation
platform. In these simulations, different metrics have been
gathered in order to analyse the quality of each design.
The results of these experiments show that each cloud
improves well the features configured by the user. While
Cloud 1 is targeted to improve performance, Cloud 2
focuses on saving energy. On the one hand, Cloud 1
requires more energy than cloud 2, and also obtain better
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performance results. On the other hand, Cloud 2 consumes
less energy than Cloud 1, but the performance results
obtained are worse than the results obtained in Cloud 1.
Future work will present more features to be improved
in the designed cloud systems. Also, different workloads
will be analysed and designed in order to compare the
trade-offs between the features defined by the user.
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